An Autobiography in Poetry

James B. Moore, author of *Spirit Unchained: The Autobiography of a Soul (Collected Poems 1967–2014)*, will be appearing at Chatwin Books’ booth (#2351) on Sunday, Jan. 27, from 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m.

*Spirit Unchained* tells a man’s life story through over forty years of his writings. It is neither an easy introduction nor a comfortable journey. Readers do not meet the man as the person he is today; instead, they journey with him on his process of becoming.

Moore’s writing encompasses formative and defining experiences from his childhood, adolescence, and journey into manhood, telling a story simultaneously personal and universal.

To meet Moore and learn more about his work, including an upcoming poetry collection titled *Open Heart Chronicles*, visit Chatwin Books’ booth (#2351) from 2:00 p.m. to 3:00 p.m. on Sunday, Jan. 27.